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ABSTRACT
Material properties of parts from additive manufacturing are
influenced by a huge number of material, operational and job
parameters. This work aims to identify the most important ones and to
investigate mechanical properties as depending on those parameters.
Test specimens were produced with standard PA12 powder on an
EOSINT P390 and P395, respectively.
The influence of the orientation and placement of parts in the building
chamber were investigated systematically. The mechanical properties
are evaluated and correlated with these parameters. Furthermore, the
porosity is an interesting property influencing material properties was
investigated by determining the occurrence of pores and the pore size
distribution.
Other crucial parameters are the powder material properties.
Therefore, different methods to characterize the powder quality as
well as the influence on the parts properties will be investigated in
detail. The powder will be tested using different types of viscosity
measurement, namely MVR measurement, rotational, oscillating and
capillary viscometry as well as solution viscometry will be applied.
The influence of different powder qualities by varying the MVR value
is correlated with the mechanical properties regarding the weakest
building direction (z-direction). Different mixtures are tested with
varying content of used powder age but constant MVR.
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As additional parameters, the influence of the layer thickness, the
cooling down phase and the environmental conditions on the material
properties are investigated as well. The results of this work are
reported and discussed in order to give a concise overview of the main
parameters and their influence on mechanical and physical parts
properties.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Trying to bridge the gap from Rapid Prototyping to Direct Manufacturing the
polymer laser sintering process could be an innovative method to produce complex
and highly individual polymer parts for a low volume production. But the way to
be a competitive manufacturing process is just at the beginning. This work is
discussing some selected parameter influencing the Laser Sintering process as well
as an experimental setup for diverse material tests confirming the quality of laser
sintered parts. First steps of this project were a fundamentally literature research
about influencing factors and works dealing investigated correlation between a
parameter variation and the resulting material influences.
Kaddar [Kad10] is regarding the influence of diverse process parameter on the
mechanical properties of laser sintered parts. He is shown the influence of different
scanning strategies as well as different energy densities as a function of the
common influencing factors laser power, hatch distance and scanning velocity
determined by Williams and Deckard [WD98]. Next to those influencing factors
Kaddar determined the influence of different layer thicknesses as well as Sauer
[Sau05] did in his work. Furthermore the influence of powder quality and the
powder temperature on mechanical properties are regarded as well. The placement
and orientation are well investigated by Cooke and Tomlinson [CoT11]. First tests
were prepared for an EOSINT P390 laser sintering machine with EOS standardized
parameter and virgin powder to regard the influence of positioning and placement
and different energy densities. The results should be compared by using an
EOSINT laser sintering machine with the results of Kaddar, Sauer and Cooke and
Tomlinson, using other LS machines, have shown. Virgin powder was used to
neglect the influence of a powder ratio with an unknown condition of the used
powder. Besides the determination of the influence on mechanical properties, it
was important to become more familiar with the laser sintering process. A positive
side-effect was the production of well-defined used powder with a known
condition for the usage of cycle powder to run some experiments. The next step is
the correlation of different powder qualities with mechanical properties. Gornet
[Gor02] is showing the influence of different powder qualities regarding the Melt
Flow Index correlated with mechanical properties. An influence between virgin
and used powder correlating to mechanical properties is shown. Haworth &
Hopkinson [HaH11] are regarding the Melt Flow Index as well as the investigation
of other rheological measurement systems as rotational and capillary rheometry by
using virgin and used powder. Differences between thermal charged and virgin
powder are determined. The Differential Scanning Calirometry (DSC) is using by
Gornet, Haworth & Hopkinson as well as Kruth & Levy, who are also investigated
the powder aging, to characterize the powder quality.
This work is an overview about a project running at the Direct Manufacturing
Research Center (DMRC) at the University of Paderborn. In this work some
examples to get information about mechanical properties for different varied
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parameter as orientations, placement and energy density is shown. All of these
experiments were running with virgin powder. To characterize further factors of
the most important influencing factors using laser sintering, follow up experiments
are running and advanced material properties as linear and visco elastic, as well as
thermal, electrical and physical properties, shall be investigated by using EOS Part
Property Profiles running an actual EOSINT P 395 laser sintering machine. A
process quality chain is defined to perform those experiments.
The results of chosen pre-tests are shown in this work. Further on an outlook is
given about future tests performing using cycle powder will be given as well.
Further on a quality job for the determination of material properties and for the
adjustment of EOSINT laser sinter stations from the same type should be
performed in further works.

2. STATE OF THE ART
The term sintering originates from the powder metallurgy and describes the
combining of a material in powder form by means of pressure and temperature
over a long time frame into a solid object. In contrast, the laser sintering uses a
laser to melt a material in powder form layer wise into a part. This procedure is
done without external pressure and the input of the laser power only takes a few
milliseconds. The procedure is described schematically in figure 1 with a laser
sintering system type EOSINT P from the company EOS.

Figure 1: Laser sintering process [DMRC11]

There are containers at both sides of the building area, in which the material is
provided. Within the containers there is a fluidization inset, through which
compressed air can be directed into the containers in order to prevent a bonding of
the polymer particles. The coater can be filled in both end positions at the sides of
the building area using the nozzle of the containers. The building platform is
lowered by the desired layer thickness and the coater applies a powder layer onto
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the building platform. Surplus material is gathered in the overflow reservoir. After
the application of the layer the powder bed is pre heated and afterwards melted
locally by the laser. Since the depth of penetration of the laser is higher than the
layer thickness, the new layer is combined with the previous. The building process
is repeated layer by layer. Subsequent the building platform can be removed by
means of the exchange frame, which contains the generated part, and be cooled
outside of the system.
The building process is controlled by a process computer to which the geometry
information of the part is transferred prior to the building process. These are
gathered as part of the work preparation from CAD data and transferred into a layer
model (SLI-format) [Geb07].
The laser sintering has a promising potential within the group of the additive
manufacturing processes in the field of direct manufacturing, since theoretically all
thermoplastic reacting materials (high polymers, metal alloys and ceramics in
powder form) can be processed [VDI3404]. Since the material for the laser
sintering is in a solid phase generally no support structures are necessary. The not
completely solidified part is supported by the powder bed. Processes that use
material in a liquid phase or that build directly on the building platform usually
need support structures. The separate post treatment of the supporting points is not
necessary when laser sintering.
Disadvantages of the laser sintering are shown with the achievable surface
quality of the parts. Processes that generate parts from a liquid phase achieve high
surface qualities. An example is the laser stereo lithography, whose surface quality
only depends on the laser beam diameter [WW10-ol].
Through post treatment like for example sanding, polishing or painting the
surface quality can be specifically improved, while cost or time advantages of the
process can be negated by the post processing effort. Apart from the undesired look
and haptic of the step effect, the rough surface can have negative influences on the
strength. Rietzel et al. determined that the location of the initial breaking of laser
sintered tensile specimens made of polyoxymthylene and polyamide (PA2200) can
be found as often at notches as at pores inside the part [DKR09-ol].
When laser sintering the energy to combine the material is only applied briefly,
pressure less and as a local heat supply by a laser. The pressure less cooling favors
the formation of faults and cavities which may result in undesired properties.
Because of this a lower strength and a reduced sealing effect regarding liquids and
gases has to be expected.
The laser sintering of metals, also known as beam melting or direct metal-lasersintering differs from laser sintering of plastics through higher temperatures
necessary to melt metals, which are achieved with higher laser power or higher
energy density [VDI3404]. Here part with a relative density of about ρr= 99 % are
achieved proved for example by computer x-ray tomography of specimens
[PKS+09-ol].
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3. BASICS
Regarding the powder quality for cycle powder an EOSINT P395 laser sintering
machine and the EOS Part Property Profiles were used.
3.1. EOSINT P 390 AND EOSINT P 395
The chosen pretests were running on an EOSINT P390 laser sintering system.
The Parameters for the “MECHANIC Setup” were used. The first test specimens
were built with a layer thickness of 150µm. The process chamber was heated up to
175°C as well as the removal chamber was heated up to 120°C. The standard speed
and the standard laser power are given below:
Scan Parameters
Value
Unit
Contour
Speed
3000
mm/s
Laser Power
40,0
W
Edges
Speed
1400
mm/s
Laser Power
28,0
W
Hatching
Speed
3500
mm/s
Laser Power
40,0
W
Table 1: P390 – parameter settings

All tests were performing by using a layer thickness of 150µm and a process
temperature of 175°C. The temperature within the removal chamber is 120°C. With
this laser sintering system the influence of placement, orientation and energy
density on mechanical properties was investigated.
The future tests will be performed by using an EOSINT P 395 which is running
by using the Part Property Profiles generated by EOS Company. The influence of
different layer thicknesses and therefore of different scanning parameters is shown
for diverse powder qualities. Performing the jobs using the Part Property Profiles
the influence of different material qualities, respective different material ratios,
were tested. The material quality was adjusted by using the MVR value. Following
possibilities are tested:
Parameter
Layer Thickness / µm
Temperature / °C
Top Speed
180
181
Speed
150
180
Balance
120
179
Performance
100
178
Top Quality
060
177
Dev Kit
Personalized Parameter
Table 2: P395 – parameter settings
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With the Developers Kit (Dev Kit) it is possible to setup personalized scanning
parameters as well. The building temperatures were adjusted by using the EOS
quality job.

Figure 3: Quality Job (EOS Company)

Lots of diverse test specimens are built and tested to obtain information about
the correct building temperature and machine settings. This job was repeated from
time to time with the same powder quality to check the correct adjustment. The
temperature within the removal chamber is about 130°C. This temperature is kept
constant as well.
3.2. MATERIAL
For the pretests virgin PA2200 material, delivered by EOS Company, from one
batch is used. The material is storage within a metal bin for 24 h by nearly standard
conditions (rH=50% ± 10% and RT=22°C ±1°C) before usage.
The first jobs investigating the influence of orientation and placement, as well as
the influence of energy density were running by using virgin powder of one batch
to eliminate the influence of different powder ratios and powder ageing’s.
The actual jobs are running by using cycle powder. In this case the used powder
is homogenized and mixed with virgin powder adjusting the MVR/MFI. The used
powder is taken from the pretests. Different powder mixtures are produced to
correlate the powder quality with mechanical properties.

4. APPLIED METHODS
In the following a short summary is given about the test equipment.
4.1. TENSILE TESTS
Because there is no adequate standard for tensile bars manufactured by Laser Sinter
processing, the test method standard is based on the injection molding standard
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DIN EN ISO 527-1 till DIN EN ISO 527-5. The test speed was 1mm/min to get
information about the Young’s modulus and 50mm/min to get information about
the tensile strength and the elongation at break. The velocities are shown in the
typical polyamide standard DIN EN ISO 1874.
4.2. PHYSICAL TESTS
The performed physical measurements are described in “Porosity as a key to
increase material properties of laser sintered parts” (published at VR@P
conference in September 2011 by Ruesenberg, Schmid).

5. TEST JOBS
To determine the influence of orientation, placement and/or repeatability there are
various jobs needed. To define the building jobs there is a definition of all
directions and angles at first:

z
y
x
Figure 4: Definition of different orientations for each direction

Circle with solid line: different directions in main direction
Circle with dashed line: different angles (30°; 45°; 60°) for different directions
Code: green = y; red = y; black = z; blue = 45°
The tensile bars are arranged in different orientations within the building
chamber. The different possibilities are listed below and the test specimens are
placed in the middle of the surface area. The distance between all tests specimens
has a maximum of 6mm and the samples are arranged with the same distance to the
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central point. Figure 5 is shown the arrangement of test specimen for x and z
direction. With this arrangement it is possible to test the orientation on edge and
flatwise as well.
2 - On edge - 1

x-direction

y-direction

1 – flat - 2
Figure 5: left:x- & y- direction (flat & on edge) [same arrangement for jobs in x- & ydirection); right: z- direction (orientation in x- and y- direction)

120

150

60

30

perspektivische
Ansicht
Ansicht
Figure 6: 30°
& 60°-orientation
(direction in x-, y-f rontale
and 45°
direction); left: perspective view;
right: frontal view

In the figure 6 above the jobs with an angle of 30° (150°) and 60° (120°) are
shown. These orientations are built for all main directions (x-, y- and 45°). The job
for an angle of 45° (135°) is similar for all directions. A comparison of test
specimens built with an angle of 30° and 150° (45°↔135°; 60°↔120°) is useful.
In z- direction it is possible, to define a quadratic matrices job. Each test
specimen has nearly the same distance (±2,5mm) to the border of the building
chamber. By summarizing defined tensile bars it is possible to determine
mechanical properties for different placements. For the matrices job in z- direction
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the tensile bars are orientated in x- direction. Because of the height and the number
of test specimens the risk to abort is minimized.
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Figure 7: left: Matrices job in z- direction to determine the influence of placement and the
influence of energy density; right: Numbering of each tensile bar within the matrices job in zdirection

The test martices is divided in several placements:
ShortCut Description
FL
Front Left Corner
FC
Front Central
FR
Front Right Corner
CL
Central Left
CC
Central
CR
Central Right
BL
Back Left Corner
BC
Back Cetntral
BR
Back Right Corner
Middle x Middle axis in x- direction
Middle y Middle axis in y- direction
Table 3: Labeling of test matrices

# of test specimens
1-3, 12-14, 23-25
5-7, 16-18, 27-29
9-11, 20-22, 31-33
45-47, 56-58, 67-69
49-51, 60-62, 71-76
53-55, 64-66, 75-77
89-91, 100-102, 111-113
93-95, 104-106, 115-117
97-99, 108-110, 119-121
56-66
6, 17, 28, 39, 50, 61, 72,
83, 94, 105, 116
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6. RESULTS
The results are shown for the different orientations.
6.1. DIFFERENT ORIENTATION – ON EDGE VS. FLATWISE
In this chapter the x-orientation is regarded. In this case the differences between
tensile test specimen orientated on edge and flat shall be investigated.
Figure 8 illustrates a comparison of the Young’s modulus. The confidence
interval shows the single standard deviation, whereby the interval for the first job
in x- direction is bigger than all other intervals. The reason is the test equipment
using in this work. The influence of different test equipments has to be determined
as well.

Figure 8: Comparison of on edge and flat test specimens built in x-& y- direction - Young’s
Modulus

However all values to compare “on edge” and “flat” positioning are in a similar
confidence interval, so that no trends for the Young’s Modulus are visible. The
confidence interval has a range of ~1750MPa ±200 and is shown with the
exception of the first job. Using the EOS product information as reference, where a
range of 1700MPa ±150 is given within the literature by EOS company.
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Figure 9: Comparison of on edge and flat test specimen built in x- & y- direction – Tensile
Strength

By the comparison of “on edge” and “flat” test specimen built in x- and ydirection a trend is not distinguishable. It seems that the second job in y- direction
has smaller abso-lute values than other jobs and for every job the standard
deviation is in a tight interval. Between tests specimens built “on edge” and “flat”,
there are no significant deviations. For each job all values have the same
confidence interval (45MPa ±3).

Figure 10: Comparison of on edge and flat test specimens built in x- direction – Breaking
Elongation
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The elongation at break shows a wide confidence interval (20%±4), in which all
values are located. A difference between different positions (“on edge” and “flat”)
is not recognizable; just as little a trend is not visible.
6.2. DIFFERENT ORIENTATION – COMPARISON X AND Z
This is a comparison of tensile bars built in x-, y- and z- direction. Mechanical
properties like Young’s Modulus, Tensile strength and elongation at break are
compared with literature values.
Further on it is shown, that it is difficult to get information about the Young’s
Modulus. The calculation of the Young’s Modulus using the tensile test software
has an influence as well as the advanced video extensiometer and the clamping
jaws.

Figure 11: Comparison of different directions for Young’s modulus

In this figure the comparison of the Young’s modulus for different directions is
shown. Between x- and y- directions there are no differences (exception: first job in
x- direction; the problem was mentioned before). A trend is not visible, but
significant deviations are shown for z- direction. The second job is similar to jobs
in x- and y- direction but the first one shows much higher values for the Young’s
modulus. This one are built, as well as the first job in x- direction, with the same
problematic test performance.
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Figure 12: Comparison of different directions for tensile strength

The tensile strength shows a huge confidence interval (between the lowest line
and the upper dashed line) by comparison of all jobs. Without the first job in zdirection, the con-fidence interval (between the lowest line and the middle dashed
line) would be similar to the confidence interval given by the literature.

Figure 13: Comparison of different directions for breaking elongation

The elongation at break shows similar values for x- and y- direction (20MPa ±4
– between the upper drawn through line and the upper dashed line), but differences
between test specimens built orthogonal in z- direction (8%±4 – between the
lowest line and the first upper dashed line). The layer progression is the reason for
this behavior. It is remarkable, that the elongation at break in z- direction shows
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small differences. The values are in a similar confidence interval, but the absolute
values seem to be different although both jobs were built with the same parameter.
Different values for x-/y- direction on the one hand and z- direction on the other
hand are the result of the different building direction and the anisotropy of polymer
laser sintering.

Figure 14: section of tensile bar built in z- direction (left picture); cracking area of tensile bar
built in z- direction (right picture)

Figure 14 (left picture) shows a tensile bar built in z- direction where the
different layers are recognizable. The left picture shows the typical cracking area.
The tensile bar cracked in nearly one layer.
6.3. DIFFERENT ORIENTATION – OVERALL RESULTS
The Young’s modulus and the tensile strength do not shown any deviation from
the values found in the literature and have no differences to values determined for
other directions seen above. A trend is not visible. All values are in a similar
confidence interval. A comparison of different angles regarding the breaking
elongation for all regarded angles is shown below:
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Figure 15: Comparison of different angles in all direction for breaking elongation

Average values for x- and y- direction are much higher than for test specimens
built in the same direction but with other angles. The range for the elongation at
break is at about 8%±4,5 and therefore a little bit higher than for z- direction only.
Because of a huge confidence interval there are no significant deviations for z
direction as well as all other directions with an angle.

Figure 16: Young’s Modulus for matrices jobs in z- direction

The Young’s modulus for matrices jobs built in z- direction show a similar
confidence interval and no trends are visible. The smallest deviation is shown for
test specimens built in the center of the building chamber.
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Figure 17: Tensile strength for matrices jobs in z- direction

The confidence interval for tensile strength is a small one. For test specimens
built in “central”, “middle x” and “middle y” the confidence interval (45MPa±1),
shown between two dashed lines, is much smaller than for other directions, so that
the impression arises, that the influence of temperature is not as high for centrally
placed test specimens as for test specimens placed on the brink of or in the corner
of the building chamber. It is conspicuous, that the range for tensile strength
(43MPa±5) is higher than for matrices jobs in x- and y- direction (45MPa±1,5) or
for single jobs (45Mpa±3), whereas the upper border is similar.
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Figure 18: Elongation at break for matrices jobs in z- direction
(above: comparison of elongation at break in a 2D diagram; below: visualization for z1
direction of elongation at break in a 3D diagram)

The elongation at break shows, compared to all other jobs built in z- direction, a
huge confidence interval (6%±4) for all summed up test specimens. But a trend is
located, because the elongation at break (confidence interval  7,5±2,5) seems to
be higher for centrally and in the middle placed test specimens. Furthermore the
differences between sample parts built on the sides and in the front, as well as
sample parts built in the front corners are conspicuous. If the elongation at break
depends on the temperature, the impression arises, that the temperature in the left
back of the used P390 laser sintering machine is higher than the temperature in the
front or at both sides. Comparing the single jobs z1 and z2, z1 seems to have a
more homogenous deviation than the second job z2. The above picture in Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.18 visualize the elongation at
break for different placements in the building area. The elongation at break given
in all corners is smaller than the elongation at break for central points.

7. CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK
The influence of orientation and placement as an important factor on mechanical
properties is shown. Between test specimen placed “on edge” and ”flatwise” no
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differences are shown as well as there are no differences between test specimens
placed in x- and y- direction. Some results are noticeable comparing x/y and z
direction, so, as known, significant deviations are detectable. Further on lots of
challenges have to be solved by using the universal testing machines, especially
regarding the Young’s Modulus. Deviations are possible using different test
equipment as well. As known the elongation at break is the most popular
characteristic value to see differences for different orientations, placements and
energy densities. Test specimens built in x and y direction have higher values for
the elongation at break than test specimens built in z- direction or orientated with
different angles. The influence on energy density on mechanical and physical
properties is tested as well. These results will be published in another work.
After regarding all of the results shown be the pre-tests, it is very important to
keep constant ALL parameters regarding the laser sintering process as well as the
test conditions. Because of this the follow up tests will run regarding the complete
Laser Sintering process chain shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Laser Sintering Process Quality Chain

Regarding the complete building area the huge standard deviation is a result of a
wide temperature distribution. Further on the laser sintering process quality chain
was not kept constant (because of the unknown of some important influencing
factors) for the pre-tests.
Further experiments will run with a defined ratio of virgin and used powder. The
powder quality is defined by the MVR value. The virgin powder is taken from one
batch. The used powder is taken from the experiments describing above. All jobs
shall be performed by different layer thicknesses and for five different powder
qualities to investigate the best performance using an EOSINT P395 laser sintering
system and the EOS Part Property Profiles.
The powder quality is adjusted by a cycle powder and the knowledge of the
MVR value. A qualified job will be built several times for different layer
thicknesses (60µm, 100µm, 120µm, 150µm, 180µm).
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#
MVR value (by EOS)
Virgin powder

Unit
cm3/10min
%

1
20
7

2
24
18

3
27
26

4
32
39

5
36
50

Figure 20: MVR values as a function of different powder ratios

The next step is the creation of a quality job using for EOS laser sintering
machines of the same type to adjust the LS machine and to reproduce the tested
results. Regarding the Laser Sintering process quality chain it should be possible to
reproduce the results on different LS machines as well.
The first study to perform is the qualification of material quality. One possible
method is the MVR characterization, for which a resilient MVR measurement
method is important. The drying procedure as well as the procedure to measure the
MVR value is important things to investigate the powder viscosity in a simple way.
The next experiments will investigate all important material properties regarding
the process quality chain:
Testing of different Material properties:
 Mechanical properties – linear elastic modulus
 Mechanical properties – visco elastic modulus
 Thermal properties
 Electrical properties
 Physical properties
 Impact properties
Most of these tests shall be performed, if possible, by different temperatures
from -60°C up to 120°C for different materials.
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